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as the Chief Magistrate of the neighbouring British District, he sees no harm in
being held in his own town. Can there be anything more indefensible than this
puzzling duality of a nation in political ethics ? But thanks to the good sense of
the present authorities of'the Akkalkot State, the people are able to-day to hold a
conference in their own capital. And as President of the first aonference held under
such'improved conditions I respectfully tender my congratulations to them both.
The people in Indian States have long been accustomed to the terrors of absolute
despotism.    No ff has come the turn of the despots themselves to fear the terrors of
democracy.'    But we, who are well-wishers of both the Indian Princes and the people
under 'their    rule,    know    and    believe   that   a    time   is   soon  coming,    when
both   despots   and   democracies will    be   shorn   of   their weapons of   offence,
and a constitutional equilibrium  between  their interests will soon  be established
through really representative  institutions,    securing   to the Princes the loyalty of
their subjects and to the subjects the responsibility of   their Rulers.
The political freedom of the Indian States has been walking in the footsteps o
the freedom of the poeple in British territory.   And we hope that the problem of the
freedom for both these will be  satisfactorily solved as the triangular Round Table
Conference which the Labour Government proposes to hold some'time next year.
This question of the Round Table Conference has raised a number of controversies
and side-issues'm British India. I do not propose to deal with them here.   I can say
this with certainty that at  the Conference there will be-real representative of the
British Jndian people along with British officials who pose as the representatives of
the Indian- masses.    But, on the other hand, it is unfortunately doubtful whether there
will be at the Conference any real representatives^ the people of the Indian States.
The Viceroy's declaration in this connection uses ambiguous words, viz.   "Represen-
tatives  of the  Indian  States" and an attempt is being made to put a very narrow
construction on these words, and to interpret them as meaning only "Rulers of Indian
States** and not non-official representatives of the people.
I do not wish to ask the ungracious question as to whether the Indian Princes
at this stage of political advancement could hamper the attainment of Dominion
Status by British India, even if they would. But don't we all know that in the -early
stages of the political struggle the Indian Princes were avowing themselves as opposed
to the grant of political freedom in British India, lest it should have natural ^ reactions
and repercussions upon Indian States? I know at least of one Indian Prince {Tdo
not wish to name him) who even affected to ridicule the pusillanimity of the British
Government in giving up so lightly, as he thought, the cause of the bureaucracy
and despotism in India. He openly challenged the political agitators in British India to
enter his territory if they dared, and pointed to a famous hill-fort in his territory as
the likely place, where they would receive the proper jail-treatment deserve! %
them for their political sins, and where probably their bones would find art eternal
sepulchre !
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Some of these die-hard despots now find that the British Government have .Hope-
lessly betrayed them by promising to the British Indian people, in an
manner,   the   attainment   of   Dominion    Status,    which   implies   fal
freedom,   whether   it   may   come   a day earlier   or   a  day later.
be  internally  cursing the    British    Government for spoiling    their   ow»
game by what   they   regard   as   the    soft-minded   surrender    of  ttar
But whatever   these  Princes might think in their mind, thejr chaBce of be
and actively co-operating with the British Government in their fight agarosi
is gone and gone for ever,    And along with it the chance also of .claim
a blind connivance on the  part of the British Government at the* own
running riot m their own States.   The unrighteous bargain is spoiled for ever
The Indian  Princes have therefore joined (the good, the bad
among them)  to take up a new pose in the denouncement om
India.5 The Butler Committee, while leaving the lot of the *
other matters, gave a decision to the effect that ^whatever the
arising out of treaties, engagements, pledges etc., ias between
the  British Government: there was no doubt that both m j
political practice, the British Government is sweiam m India an* had vested

